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Forex: A Powerful MT4 Trading Robot to Maximize Profits(Includes a downloadable MT4 Trading

Robot for free)This book will cover an introduction to Trading Robots which includes:An explanation

of what a Trading Robot does;The advantages of using a Trading Robot;A Trading Robot to

download instantly. The SMSF Trading Robot is simple to use and provides flexibility with regards to

the settings;A due diligence check list to consider, before you spend some big bucks on other

Trading Robots;Set up instructions for the SMSF Trading Robot (to use as a guide), allowing you to

develop a system with parameters that suit your personal trading style.Although this is a short read,

in the end, it delivers what it promises: An introduction to Trading Robots as well as a downloadable

MT4 Trading Robot to Maximize Profits. A small price if you consider how much it would cost to hire

a programmer to build your own Trading Robot.This book does not include:Promises of untold

wealth.Â YOU have to work for this within YOUR personal comfort zone, psychological barriers and

money management skills;The basics of forex trading â€“ if you need the basics on forex trading,

please consider my book: Forex - A Beginner's Guide to Currency Trading. Another book I

recommend for beginners is, Forex Trading: The Basics Explained in Simple Terms, by another

fulltime trader, Jim Brown. Jimâ€™s book continues to hit the â€™s best seller list in Online Trading.

Jim is a personal friend and knows his stuff;Upsells, side-sells, spamming â€“ This is not my scene! I

am not a marketer. I am a trader and simply sharing information about Robots in forex trading with a

free Robot available to download.
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I've always had an interest in Forex. I dabbled into it a while ago but thought it wasn't something for

me. Few years later, I started hearing about these Forex 'Robots' and how it can help you trade

even if you are not so 'mathematical savvy' like myself. I still wasn't sold on the idea but didn't

discard it completely. After getting this book, I think I have a much better idea on how to get involved

with Forex trading (Especially the software recommended by the author). Although I'm still on the

fence, I think I'll get there some day. The reason I gave this book 4 stars is this industry is still a little

too 'technical' for me. Though I did appreciate the author's own personal way of using this software.

Maybe it's fear that's stopping me from diving into the world of Forex but when I do, this book will

definitely come in handy.

I've heard about Forex here and there from friends and family who have been doing it but nothing

much more then that. I was recommended this book by one of my close friends and decided to give

this book a quick read since it wasn't too long I thought, hey why not. One thing right of the bat I can

tell you is this book is very clear and concise. Some of the terms in Forex are a bit harder to

understand but this book makes it seem like a walk in the park. I would definitely recommend this

book again!

While a brief book this may be, the trading robot is actually quite useful. Many customizations and

variables allow for a multitude of tests to be performed for comparison. Given enough testing and

time, you can use this robot on manysecurities and market environments. Very good value.

Iâ€™ve been self-training for Forex for a while now and I wouldnâ€™t have asked for anything better

and the fact that the book does not sound spammy just gives it a five star! The author begins by

laying out the parameters on which the EA can work, their advantages and then provides

instructions which are easy to follow for people like me! The fact that the author provides other

websites for security checks is very comforting especially with different types of spams we receive

on a daily basis! The warning by the author that you win some and lose some is great compared to



other â€œmillionaire promisesâ€• by other authors! Easy to follow guide!

An interesting book, I recommend to read. This book which is more like a guide to understanding

forex theoretically and practically. A very splendid way to understanding and effectively practicing

the financial fine art. The forex trading can give you passive income but you have to adopt good

strategies. This is actually a good book for beginners.

If, like me, you are a Forex Trading beginner - you will want to know the ins and outs of using a

trading Robot, and this booklet certainly does gives you that.This is a is a quick-to-read how-to

guide to get you up and running. It is well-written in clear, concise, and easy to understand

language, with minimal jargon. I liked the step-by-step nature of the instructions, and felt like I was

getting knowledge directly from an expert in this area. It is not spam, and does not profess to make

you an overnight millionaire.The book does assume you have a background knowledge of Forex

trading, so if you are looking for a complete beginnerâ€™s guide this may not be for you. Would be

five star but it was a booklet not a full length book.

Experimented with Forex for around 2 years with no real success but never really looked at the

potential of using a Trading Robot.This book has given me an easy to understand insight into this

type of trading and the Robot software that comes with the book is easy to install and test. Only

been exploring the software for 2 days but I can see that this could be a way of trading the markets

without being glued to the computer monitor all day.

A Very Clear Book and good to understand. In my demo account I let the robot do his works and it

does it very well. I will this do for a week and than will be clear what the profit is.I was curious about

the questing did robots work, and it seems to, but the time I can tries it is to short.When you are

interesting in robots, this book is it more than every penny worth
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